Objective: To determine whether cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) biomarkers for Alzheimer disease fluctuate significantly over time in a cohort of older, mildly symptomatic individuals.
D
ESPITE INTENSIVE REsearch during the past 2 decades that has led to a better understanding of the pathogenesis of Alzheimer disease (AD), a therapy that alters its progression remains elusive. Several medications are available for symptomatic treatment of AD; however, none modifies the underlying evolution of the disease. Multiple trials [1] [2] [3] of disease-modifying drugs in AD have failed thus far. One potential reason for this failure is the late stage in which these drugs are administered, a time at which neuronal injury may be irreversible. This has encouraged the identification of biomarkers for AD, which would facilitate early identification of the disease and in turn would enable trials of drug therapy when the course of the disease is still modifiable. Of all the biologically plausible biomarkers under study, only a few have been repeatedly identified by independent multicenter studies to be candidates that closely reflect the hallmark findings of the disease process. These include the serum apolipoprotein E allele status, 4 positron emission tomographic imaging of brain amyloid, 5, 6 and the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) levels of A␤1-42, total tau, and phosphorylated tau on threonine 181 (p-tau 181 ). [7] [8] [9] The last 3 CSF biomarkers are particularly important, since they also have significant implications for disease-modifying therapy. [10] [11] [12] One obstacle to widespread use of these CSF biomarkers has been their diurnal variability seen in younger individuals. 13 The fluctuations in CSF A␤1-42 values, in particular, are as much as 3-fold during a 24-hour cycle. This variability poses a significant threat to the usefulness of CSF A␤1-42 levels as a disease predictor, given that reductions of 30% to 40% can predict conversion from mild cognitive impairment to dementia. 9, 14 To examine this important issue further, we determined whether the levels of A␤1-40, A␤1-42, tau, and p-tau 181 in lumbar CSF fluctuate in elderly patients.
METHODS

PARTICIPANTS
Ten patients suspected of having idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus (n = 9) or pseudotumor cerebri (n=1) who were admitted to the hospital for intracranial pressure monitoring and extended CSF drainage as part of their routine clinical care were recruited. All patients provided consent to participate. Most had relatively modest cognitive problems associ-ated with their suspected diagnosis (mean [SD] Mini-Mental State Examination score, 26.3 [2.9] ; range, 20-30). All patients were monitored for at least 1 year after their initial evaluation. Clinical diagnoses of dementia and mild cognitive impairment were made by two of us (A.M. and R.J.O.) on the basis of informant history as well as cognitive testing, 15 without knowledge of AD biomarker levels. A diagnosis of mild cognitive impairment required cognitive abnormalities documented by history and testing but no functional loss due to the abnormalities. 16 This study was approved by the Johns Hopkins Institutional Review Board.
CSF COLLECTION
All patients underwent insertion of a catheter into the lumbar subarachnoid space on the first day of hospitalization. After monitoring of intracranial pressure for 18 hours, drainage of CSF was initiated at noon the following day. Collection of CSF for analysis was commenced at 6 PM on the first day of drainage (the second hospital day). Forty milliliters of CSF was withdrawn from the lumbar catheter every 6 hours for 24 or 36 consecutive hours. The difference in collection duration was the result of investigator availability. The first 10 mL of CSF collected at each time point was discarded to eliminate CSF that may have pooled in the lumbar catheter. The next 30 mL of fresh CSF was drip-collected into 2-mL aliquots in polypropylene tubes and stored at −80°C until further analysis. Mean time from collection of CSF to storage at −80°C was approximately 15 minutes. The levels of measured AD biomarkers did not differ significantly between the first and last aliquot of the 30-mL CSF collection (data available from the authors on request). We did not record sleeping times; however, all patients were asleep (and remained asleep) when the midnight sample was withdrawn (the investigator used a flashlight and was careful to not awaken the patient) and awake at the noon and 6 PM withdrawals. The unit to which the patients were admitted has a policy to promote sleep at night. Lights on the unit are dimmed between 8 PM and 6 AM; noise and noncritical interruptions of the patients' sleep are minimized. Vital signs are measured at 8 PM and 8 AM to allow uninterrupted nighttime sleep. Patients were ambulatory at least once each day and were served meals at 7 AM, 11 AM, and 6 PM.
CSF ANALYSIS
Different systems were used to analyze CSF for full-length A␤1-42, total tau, and p-tau 181 (xMAP-based AlzBio3 kit [Innogenetics] run on the Bioplex 200 system) vs A␤1-40 (sandwich enzyme-linked immunoassay kit [Wako] using BAN50 and BA27 antibodies). We used the first 2-mL aliquot of CSF for all the analyses in this study. Each patient had all samples (run in triplicate) analyzed on the same plate. Intra-assay coefficients of variation (CVs) for the plates used in this study were 3.4% (A␤1-42), 5.8% (tau), 6.8% (p-tau 181 ), and 9.1% (A␤1-40). Interassay (plate-to-plate) CVs for a single CSF standard run on all plates used in this study were 8.3% (A␤1-42), 6.9% (tau), 9.3% (p-tau 181 ), and 13.8% (A␤1-40). Compared with studies 9,17 using the same kits and platforms, our absolute results are at the upper (high) end of the center-to-center variability for A␤1-42 and are at the median levels for tau, p-tau 181 , and A␤1-40. Our CVs, plate-to-plate variability, and the dynamic range of our assay are well within published norms.
9,17
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
To detect the presence of significant fluctuations in biomarker levels across participants, a repeated-measures analysis of variance was performed using time (up to 6 time points for each of the10 patients) as the independent variable, with GreenhouseGeisser adjustment for nonsphericity. To evaluate overall variation of the biomarkers, within-subject CVs during the sampling period were computed. 18 The 95% CIs for these CVs provide information on the range of expected variation in the population (95% of the time) given the data from this sample, and these were determined by assuming a noncentral T distribution. 19 Similar results were obtained assuming a normal distribution. To compare different groups (eg, young vs elderly patients and low vs high CSF A␤1-42), we used an independentsamples t test.
RESULTS
There were 6 men and 4 women in the study, with a mean age of 72 years ( Table 1 ). The age of the patients spanned 5 decades, from 38 years to 87 years. Six patients demonstrated improvement in gait following drainage, indicating that they had a high likelihood for idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus, although the condition of 1 patient (patient 5) deteriorated after placement of a permanent ventriculo-peritoneal shunt; she is presumed to have a neurodegenerative disorder. Patient 4, who had elevated CSF pressure and headaches, had pseudotumor cerebri diagnosed (she was not receiving acetazolamide at the time of the drainage). The other 3 patients had an undiagnosed neurodegenerative process associated with cognitive impairment and gait disorder. The CSF was sampled during 24 hours in 7 patients and during 36 hours in 3 patients. The levels of A␤1-42, A␤1-40, total tau, and p-tau 181 , although significantly different between the patients, did not fluctuate appreciably over time within any of them (Figure) . The mean CVs were 5.5% (95% CI, 3.8%-10.0%) for A␤1-42, 12.2% (9.0%-24.2%) for A␤1-40, 8.2% (5.7%-15.1%) for total tau, and 11.9% (8.5%-23.0%) for p-tau 181 . Thus, the CV in the population is expected to fall within these CIs 95% of the time given these sample data. Each of these is slightly above the variability of the assay. Significant fluctuations in A␤1-42 did not occur in the patients with the highest CSF A␤1-42 levels (ie, those at least risk for coexistent AD pathologic characteristics) as well as in those with the lowest CSF A␤1-42 levels (ie, those at highest risk for coexistent AD pathologic characteristics). 8, 9 The mean (SD) CV for A␤1-42 in patients with the 4 highest mean values of A␤1-42 (536 [33] pg/mL) was 4.7% (1.2%). This value was not significantly different from that observed in the 4 patients with the lowest mean A␤1-42 values (346 [43] pg/mL; CV 6.5% [3.3%]; PϽ.001 for means and P = .32 for CV). Moreover, the mean CV for A␤1-42 in the 3 youngest subjects in our cohort (mean age, 54.6 [14.0] years; CV 5.6% [3.0%]) is similar to that in the 3 oldest patients (mean age, 84.6 [2.0] years; CV 3.8% [2.3%]; P = .01 for age and P = .41 for CV). When concentrations of individual CSF analytes at different times were pooled across all 10 participants, there was no evidence of a circadian fluctuation ( Table 2 ). In addition, the 6 AM value (when all patients had been fasting for at least 10 hours) did not differ significantly from any of the other values determined when the patients were able to eat (Table 2) .
COMMENT
Multiple studies in the past decade, 17 including the most recent from the Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative, 9 have suggested that CSF levels of A␤1-42, total tau, or p-tau 181 could serve as biomarkers for AD risk. The International Working Group for New Research Criteria for the Diagnosis of Alzheimer's Disease 20 has recommended incorporating levels of these biomarkers into routine clinical practice. Indeed, new criteria for AD and mild cognitive impairment have been proposed that rely in part on measurements of levels of these biomarkers in the CSF.
There are many uncertainties regarding the validity of these biomarkers to assess the risk of AD. First, several studies [21] [22] [23] have shown significant laboratory-tolaboratory variability in CSF levels of A␤1-42, total tau, or p-tau 181 , even when using the same reagents and samples. Second, CSF levels of A␤1-40 and A␤1-42 have been shown to fluctuate significantly in young volunteers (2-to 3-fold for A␤1-42) during 24 hours in a partially noncircadian rhythm. 13 If this also occurs in older impaired individuals (ie, the ones most likely to receive this test), this variability could prevent recognition of the underlying disease (30%-40% lower levels of CSF A␤1-42 in individuals at risk for AD). 9 Given that the reported variability in CSF A␤ values was not completely explained by circadian factors, standardizing the time of CSF collection would not necessarily correct this problem.
The lack of significant fluctuations in any of the biomarkers we assayed in our study of older, cognitively impaired individuals shows promise for the real-world application of CSF AD biomarkers, as these people are most likely to undergo testing for these biomarkers. Moreover, it is reassuring that changes in the levels of these biomarkers in a clinically relevant cohort imply a disease-or agerelevant variation rather than fluctuations resulting from preanalytical variables such as time of collection.
There are several differences between our study and that of Bateman and colleagues, 13 which showed significant variability in CSF A␤ values. First, our patient population was significantly older. However, Bateman and colleagues examined a group of 5 older individuals and found the same variation in AD biomarkers as in the younger controls, and we found no significant difference in the fluctuation of A␤1-42 between the youngest and oldest patients in our cohort. Thus, the role of age in the discrepant results is uncertain. A second difference between the 2 studies is the sampling frequency. Bateman and colleagues sampled CSF every hour compared with every 6 hours in our study. However, since the peak-to-peak variability for A␤ followed a 12-hour cycle in the prior study, a significant level of variability would have been apparent in our study, which sampled at twice that frequency, consistent with the Nyquist rate. 24 Third, all patients in the prior study were in good general health and without neurologic disease in contrast to our participants, each of whom had some ongoing neurologic abnormality. Our reliance on a clinical cohort without healthy controls is a shortcoming of this study and limits comparison with that of Bateman and colleagues. Finally, some technical aspects of CSF collection were different. Because we did not collect samples as frequently, we could discard the first 10 mL of CSF, ensuring that the collected fluid was fresh. In addition, our CSF was dripped directly into polypropylene tubes and frozen almost immediately to minimize any adherence of A␤ to tubing.
Fluctuating levels of CSF A␤ concentrations have been taken as evidence of circadian-or activity-dependent processing of the amyloid precursor protein that produces A␤. 25 Because of our sampling frequency (6 hours) and duration of sampling (36 hours maximum), we cannot exclude fast or slow oscillations in CSF A␤. Sampling in the lumbar spine is also a limitation to detecting rapid physiologic fluctuations in A␤, since the lumbar subarachnoid space is far removed from the generation of most A␤ in the cerebral cortex. However, the absence of variability of these AD biomarkers in the lumbar CSF of a clinically relevant cohort of older individuals with neurologic diseases should provide some reassurance as to the validity of these biomarkers in clinical practice. 
